
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of finance transformation. Thank you in advance for taking a look at
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for finance transformation

From workflow documentation assist in the design of checklists to ensure
compliance with required processes
Evaluation of SalesForce data (a CRM application) to determine and capture
metrics to assess performance across various functional area
Assist various functional teams to process transactions, reconcile accounting
records and evaluate information requests
Interpret business needs and be responsible for the preparation of
presentations and working papers, design documents according to standard
templates
Evaluate accounting processes, including time to close, PO process, and sales
to revenue bookings processes to identify opportunities for automation,
standardization and improved cycle time
Lead change management initiatives, partnering with Finance executives to
develop and execute on integration and transformation strategies for the
Finance organization
Devise integration strategy, gain buy-in from various internal business units
and hold teams accountable
Act as a leader and thought partner to functional business leaders, identifying
areas of opportunity and risk and developing strategies to address and drive
continuous improvement
Manage key relationships both internally and externally during integrations,
building trust and bringing together often different viewpoints to a shared
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Qualifications for finance transformation

Ideally 3-4 years post qualification experience PQE for Manager roles is
required
10+ years of progressive/management work experience in the Technology
industry
Experience in either management consulting/advisory firms—with a focus on
finance transformation and shared services or working in a Corporate
environment with a deep understanding of accounting and business
processes
CPA & or Master’s Degree in Accounting or Finance
Roll up your sleeves” and can-do attitude, energetic, forward-thinking leader
with strong ability to multi-task
Experience with change management within a culture of growth


